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Shine a light and get to the DNA you care about with

 Automated Gel 
Electrophoresis

Saving you time & money  
whilst providing rapid,  

accurate results for patients
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The Challenge Facing Next 
Generation Sequencing
We all know that next generation sequencing (NGS) is expensive and complex. While it is true that 
the overall cost of sequencing has declined significantly over the years - estimated at ~$14 million 
in 2006 and decreasing to below $1,500 in 2015 for whole genome sequencing (WGS) – so has  
the breadth and frequency of its application. In order for modern molecular diagnostics to find  
a justified clinical application, cost and accuracy of the test forms an important consideration.  
In order for NGS to be more widespread in use, both of these factors must be optimised for  
the benefits to reach the most patients possible.

Clinical Diagnosis 
As the applications of NGS have increased, so 
too has the impact of sample ‘noise’ on the 
ability to provide accurate results to patients. 
This increases diagnostic costs by wasting 
sequencing resources, lab capacity and 
ultimately impacts clinical decision-making 
for the patient (redraws, test failures and false 
positives). ‘Even though it has gotten cheaper  
and cheaper, it has gotten noisier and noisier  
to some extent. If you can’t distinguish signal  
from noise, then you are going to have many  
false-positives.’  5 Hunter Underhill from the Liquid Biopsy: 
Current Status and Future Directions publication.

Sequencing Waste 
NGS technology needs small fragments of DNA 
in order to perform a sequencing run. But how 
many of these fragments are not of interest to 
the clinical test being performed? This wastes 
time, and money, but also precious resources 
– sequencing costs form the bulk of the cost to
process samples in any given NGS application.
Often the region of interest constitutes a tiny
fraction of the sample being processed.

DID YOU KNOW:  
46%-68% of errors occur in the pre-analytical phase. This negatively impacts the data quality 
for the following phases, thus increasing diagnostic costs and impacting clinical decision-
making for the patient. 

Applications include NIPT screening for 
Trisomy 21 (Down’s Syndrome) Circulating 
fetal DNA is vastly outnumbered by 
maternal DNA with as little as 2% of 
the total cell-free DNA of the maternal 
blood sample originating from the fetus. 
Sequencing represents the largest cost 
for NIPT workflows, therefore sequencing 
the DNA you care about is not only more 
efficient cost-wise but also saves time. 

Enriching the fetal fraction through size 
selection of fragment lengths presents 
clinicians with the possibility of reducing 
the cost of the test and reducing the 
number of no-call tests. Providing better 
outcomes for both clinicians and patients. 
Gel size selection, though tedious, 
results in improved value for numerous 
DNA sequencing and cloning processes, 
including NIPT. An issue with traditional 
methods of gel electrophoresis lies in its 
reproducibility and scalability. 

Find out how automated gel electrophoresis 
can help you save on sequencing costs, lower 
failure rates, false positives/negatives and 
fewer repeat runs. 
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Gel electrophoresis is a technique where a mixture of macromolecules, such as 
DNA, are separated based upon their size. Using an electrical field with an anode 
and cathode, the DNA (negatively charged) is pushed through a gel (such as 
agarose) containing small pores, away from the anode and towards the cathode. 
Smaller fragments of DNA will travel faster than longer ones, which allows for the 
mixture to be separated out into its component parts based on their size. 

Accurate targeting of DNA fragment lengths for recovery requires gel size selection. 
Manual gel size-selection is a labour-intensive task, with inconsistent outcomes. 
Manual processing necessitates casting of gels, pipetting of samples, and 
irreproducible target isolation via gel plug excision. All of this is automated  
with improvements to result consistency by Ranger® Technology.

OR

Without Ranger® Technology With Ranger® Technology

Cast Gels

Load Samples

Electrophorese DNA

Visualise and Extract Gel Plug

Gel DNA Recovery

Get to the DNA you really care about

Scalable, Automated Size Selection



The LightBench®
The LightBench® with Ranger® Technology automates gel 
electrophoresis in sample preparation for next generation 
sequencing applications, including non-invasive prenatal  
testing (NIPT) and liquid biopsy for oncology, amongst many 
other applications. 

In the example of NIPT, our internal testing shows a near  
doubling in the volume of fetal fraction from a sample.  
This has revolutionary benefits to an NGS workflow, meaning 
you could double the number of samples processes per 
sequencing run, thereby halving costs associated with 
sequencing and consumables.

This allows you to get to the DNA you care about by enriching 
the DNA of interest prior to sequencing, helping you to save  
on consumables, lab capacity and time, in order to deliver better 
and more reliable results to your patients. The LightBench® 
platform is quick and simple to use, with a quick and easy set up. 

Our technology can help you to reduce the number of false 
positive results. This saves you time and credibility in front  
of the patient, as well as giving them more confidence in  
their test results.

What makes LightBench® with Ranger® Technology different  
to other gel electrophoresis methods?  
Unlike with polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE), which 
requires handmaking each individual gel between two sheets 
of glass, LightBench® with Ranger® Technology offers a simple 
and elegant solution to DNA target enrichment using a simple 
cassette containing a pre-cast agarose gel customised to your 
application and target DNA fragment. As well as size selection, 
our platform is also capable of offering fragment length analysis 
and quantification protocols. 

The Ranger® Technology platform is highly adaptable to your 
specific workflow and DNA of interest. Once you know the 
base pair range of interest, we simply customise the cassette’s 
agarose gel composition and chosen markers.

Comparison of fetal fraction between 
samples size selected with Ranger® 
Technology as opposed to those that 
are processed without size selection 
shows that Ranger® Technology 
increases the fetal fraction across a 
spectrum of naturally-occurring levels.
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The LightBench®
The LightBench® automates a gel 
size selection process for up to 
12 samples at a time. The system 
integrates with robotic platforms, or 
can be used by research operators. 
Consumables for fragment length 
analysis and solution-based 
fluorescence assays also enable 
the LightBench® to act as a quality 
control system.

Yourgene’s LightBench® with Ranger® 
Technology provides an automated  
high throughput gel electrophoresis 
platform for DNA size selection. 

The NIMBUS Select brings scalable, 
turnkey automation to the gel size 
selection process. Up to 96 samples 
can be processed in parallel, with all 
liquid handling steps of the process 
automated.

The NIMBUS Select

…with automated Ranger® 
Technology we can isolate the 
short fraction of cell free DNA 
off the mono-nucleosome very 
reproducibly. In doing so, we 
were able to enrich for ctDNA  
and also push down the error in 
our samples.   
5Liquid Biopsy: Current Status and  
Future Directions. Hunter Underhill

I think one interesting and 
novel aspect to this work 
was that we found not only 
enrichment for ctDNA but that 
we could also push down NGS 
noise through the reduction of 
sample complexity enabling 
generation of larger family 
sizes. Larger family sizes 
can be used for in silico error 
correction leading to fewer 
false positive. I think that’s 
important because getting  
the noise down without 
compromising sensitivity 
is a real challenge and size 
selection may be a way to 
improve that.   
5Liquid Biopsy: Current Status and  
Future Directions. Hunter Underhill
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Size Selection Performance Specifications

LightBench® User Manual Rev 1.6 April 2021

* Resolution assumes the use of a size-selection cassette with 30 mm channel length (e.g. CG-10600-01). Size-selection cassettes with shorter channels lengths (e.g. CG-10600-05) will have 
correspondingly lower resolution.

Specification Typical Value Notes

Allowable Size Range 0 – 20 kbp+ Different gel percentages allow size-selection targets across different 
regions of this total range.

Loading Capacity 
(Maximum loaded  
mass per construct)

≤ 1 kb: 500 ng – 2 μg
2 - 5 kb: 250 ng – 1.5 μg
10 kb: 500 ng – 1 μg
20 kb+ : 250 – 500 ng

Exact loading capacity depends on the size range of interest and the gel 
percentage chosen.

Resolution 10-20%*

Depends on the reagent kit and the run conditions. Resolution is here 
defined as the minimum difference in fragment length between the 
start or end of a size selection window and the peak of the closest off-
target fragment that ensures at least 90% rejection of said off-target 
fragment.

# Samples / Run 12 (CGI-Format)
8 (SBS-Format) Depends on reagent kit selection

Run Time 1 – 4 hr Depends on optimization of reagent kit selection, needed resolution.

Intrinsic Recovery 
Efficiency 70-80% Dependent on run conditions, particularly the relationship between  

the target range and the extraction volume.

So how does the LightBench® with Ranger® 
Technology work?
A flexible solution to meet your specific needs
The LightBench® with Ranger® Technology covers a wide range 
of use-cases and applications. We’ve summarised below some of 
the platform’s performance data to give you an idea on how this 
machine delivers in a real-life setting.

A flexible solution to meet your needs based 
on your DNA of interest.
We understand that not every workflow or application is the 
same and that the DNA you care about will vary in size depending 
on your application. That’s why we designed our agarose gel 
cassettes to come in a range of formats, with customisable DNA 
markers and agarose gel compositions. This lets you optimise 
the performance of the LightBench® to meet your demands, 
with the flexibility to interchange different cassettes depending 
on your target DNA of interest. To make this process as simple 
as possible, the handy guide below will help you select the 
appropriate gel and market composition. 

Markers and Agarose Compatibility

For optimal performance, marker pairs should be chosen such 
that the upper marker is not more than 10-times the size of the 
lower marker. Choosing markers outside these limits will lead to 
poor sizing accuracy, and in some cases, may be entirely prevent 
automated analysis.
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Providing a 
revolutionary 
automated high 
throughput gel 
electrophoresis 
platform for DNA 
size selection. 
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Increased accuracy 
for patients

Reduced cost 
of sequencing

Reduced margin 
of error

Time saving, 
rapid results

Introducing the LightBench®  
with Ranger® Technology,  
improving result consistency  
and saving you time and money.

Provide better results to your patients 
and for your clinicians by reducing the 
number of false positive results.

Automated Gel electrophoresis 
in NGS Applications to save 
on sequencing costs by 
sequencing more of the DNA 
you actually care about.



About  
YOURGENE HEALTH
Yourgene Health is an international molecular diagnostics group 
which develops integrated genomic technologies and services 
enabling genomic medicine. 
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Yourgene Health
Skelton House

 Lloyd Street North
 Manchester Science Park  

Manchester
M15 6SH 

United Kingdom 

yourgenehealth.com

Yourgene Health

 

Telephone: +44 (0) 161 669 8122
Email:  info@yourgenehealth.com




